Maths Task:
Draw a monster or villain and write
as many number bonds to 10 inside
as you can. Make sure all of your
numbers are facing the correct
direction
English Task:
Create an information poster
about everyday superheroes.
Include pictures, labels and
captions.

Switch Off Day:
Pick a day at the weekend and
switch off all electrical objects
(TV, Phone, Computers, Tablets
etc). Try to have a full day
without any time spent using
technology!

English Task:
You can be a superhero and save
the planet!
Create a list of everything that you
do to help save the planet. Make a
second list of extra things that you
could do to help save the planet.

Art Task:
Design and build your own superhero
vehicle. This could be a vehicle for a
well known superhero, real life
superhero or an imaginary superhero.

Remember you must also complete:
•
Daily Reading (English Homework)
Spelling Activities (English Homework)
•

Self Portrait:
Create a self portrait. This could be
by drawing, painting, sketching, or
any medium of your choosing. We
would like to create a gallery wall
with your self portraits so please
make sure that they are on a
separate piece of paper.
You choose week!
Pick an activity of your choice to
complete with your family and write
about it in your homework book.

Autumn - English Task
Create an Autumn identification
worksheet for your family to use to
help them spot the signs of Autumn!

Autumn – Maths Task
Play the card game ‘snap’. Every
time you ‘snap’, you need to add the
two numbers together. Remember
Ace is 1, Joker is 11, Queen is 12 and
King is 13.
Autumn – Cooking!
To learn about healthy foods and
where they come from make a
colourful fruit salad or autumnal
stew.
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